Estimation of the area at risk in myocardial infarction of rats by means of I-123 β-methylidophenyl pentadecanoic acid imaging
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Clinical investigations have suggested that the defects in SPECT images of a free fatty acid analog, I-123 β-methylidophenyl pentadecanoic acid (BMIPP) may indicate the ischemic risk area. To elucidate whether I-123 BMIPP can indicate the area at risk of ischemia, ex-vivo autoradiography was performed in rats whose left coronary artery was occluded for 60 min and then reperfused. I-123 BMIPP was injected at the acute stage (n = 10), or the subacute stage (7 days after reperfusion; n = 9). Infarct and the area at risk were identified by triphenyl tetrazolium chloride staining and injection of methylene blue during reperfusion. The BMIPP uptake in the risk area was significantly lower than that in the remote area at the acute (risk, 53.7 ± 23.3%; median, 109.3 ± 11.8%; p < 0.01) and subacute (risk, 52.5 ± 11.5%; median, 97.9 ± 14.3%; p < 0.01) stages. In addition, the area with reduced uptake of I-123 BMIPP showed a significant correlation with the area at risk both at the acute (r = 0.98, p < 0.01) and subacute (r = 0.92, p < 0.01) stages. In conclusion, the area at risk can be evaluated by I-123 BMIPP both at the acute and subacute stages.
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INTRODUCTION

In the clinical setting, the area at risk is an important factor in the evaluation of the effect of interventions during the acute phase of myocardial infarction. Current methods for evaluation of the area at risk include SPECT imaging with Tc-99m-hexakis-2-methoxyisobutyl isonitrile (MIBI) or Tc-99m-tetrofosmin injected before reperfusion therapy and myocardial contrast echocardiography using intracoronary artery injections of contrast agent. But these methods are not easy to perform, since the radioactive tracer must be injected before reperfusion, or a contrast agent must be injected intracoronarily. Clinical investigations in patients with acute myocardial infarction suggest that an abnormal SPECT image obtained with the free fatty acid analog, iodine-123-beta-methylidophenyl pentadecanoic acid (I-123 BMIPP), after revascularization may indicate the area at risk at the subacute stage. Since SPECT examination at the subacute stage has little risk, this method would be practical in combination with perfusion SPECT imaging with thallium-201 or Tc-99m-labeled myocardial agents. This study aimed to elucidate whether BMIPP images accurately indicate the area at risk at the acute and subacute stages of myocardial infarction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The method for the ischemia–reperfusion model of rats was previously reported. Briefly, male Wister rats (7–8 weeks old) after overnight fasting were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital injected intraperitoneally (50 mg/kg, Abbott, North Chicago, USA), intubated by a cannula after cervical tracheostomy, and ventilated with room air.
The heart was exposed by parasternotomy and pericardiotomy. Figure 1 shows the protocol of this study. The left coronary artery was ligated and reperfused after 60 min. For the assessment of acute response (Fig. 1-A, n = 10), 1-L23 BMIPP (Nihon Medi-Physics, Hyogo, Japan; 18.5 MBq) was injected through the femoral vein 50 min after reperfusion (i.e., 110 min after the ligation). The rats were sacrificed by intravenous injection of saturated KCl 70 min after reperfusion (130 min after the ligation). Just before the sacrifice, 2% methylene blue dye (0.5–1.0 ml; Sigma Chemical Co., Missouri, USA) was injected intravenously after reperfusion of the left coronary artery to evaluate the area at risk of perfusion.13–15 The area at risk of ischemia was defined according to visual tracing of the area which was not stained by the dye.

For the chronic model (Fig. 1-B, n = 9), fed rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital, intubated, ventilated and kept anesthetized with enflurane (Dynabott Co., Tokyo, Japan). The left coronary artery was occluded for 60 min, then reperfused as in the acute study. The chest was closed, and the rats were detubated. One week later, these rats in overnight fasting were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital, intubated, and ventilated. The chest was re-opened and I-123 BMIPP (18.5 MBq) was injected through the femoral vein. Twenty min after the injection of BMIPP, the left coronary artery was re-ligated, the dye was injected intravenously, and the rat was sacrificed with KCl.

In both acute and subacute studies, the heart was excised and sliced into three portions (about 3-mm thickness) parallel to the atrioventricular groove. The middle portion was frozen with dry ice and sliced into 5 μm thickness with a cryostat (JUNG CM 3000, Leica, Nussloch, Germany) at −18°C. At the acute stage the lower portion was used for triphenyl tetrazolium chloride staining (TTC; 2% saline solution; Sigma Chemical Co., Missouri, USA) to assess the myocardial infarction area.16 At the subacute stage Hematoxylin-Eosin (H-E) staining was performed on the frozen slice to assess myocardial viability by means of the histological findings. On the slice TTC stained or the frozen slice H-E stained, the ratio of the infarction area to the left ventricular area was calculated by tracing each area with a digitizer.

Ex-Vivo Autoradiography with I-123 BMIPP

The frozen sliced sections were placed on clean glass slides and air-dried. As soon as they were arranged on thick paper and covered with polyethylene vinyl, they were exposed to an imaging plate (BAS cassette 2025, Fuji Photo Film Co., Kanagawa, Japan) for 1 hour to detect the distribution of I-123 BMIPP.

The autoradiographic images were analyzed by means of a biomedical imaging analysis system (BAS 5000 Mac; Fuji Photo Film Co., Kanagawa, Japan). The risk area and the remote area were defined visually by dye staining. The area showing reduced BMIPP uptake was defined as the area with less than 70% of the maximum uptake in the left ventricle. The area showing reduced BMIPP uptake and the area at risk were measured and normalized by the area of the whole heart. To quantify the myocardial uptake of BMIPP, regions of interest (ROI’s) were traced on the risk area and the remote area of the left ventricle separated by dye staining, and the right ventricle. The uptake in each ROI was normalized by that traced on the right ventricle, and expressed as % uptake.

Statistical Analysis

Data are expressed as the mean ± SD. Correlation was assessed by Pearson’s correlation coefficient and Fisher’s method. Differences between the two groups were assessed by paired t-test. A p value less than 0.01 was considered significant. The estimation of the risk area by BMIPP imaging was evaluated with the Bland-Altman plot.17

RESULTS

BMIPP Images at the Acute Stage

Figure 2 shows typical images of TTC staining, dye staining, and autoradiography with I-123 BMIPP obtained at the acute stage. The infarction area indicated by TTC staining (Fig. 2A) was a part of the area at risk (Fig. 2B). The area showing reduced uptake of BMIPP (Fig. 2C) was consistent with the area at risk.

The % uptake of BMIPP in the risk area (53.7 ± 23.3%) was significantly lower than that in the remote area (109.3 ± 11.8%; p < 0.01; Fig. 3A). As shown in Figure 3B, the % area of reduced BMIPP uptake (to the whole heart area) was significantly correlated with % risk area shown by the dye (r = 0.98, p < 0.01). Furthermore, the area of reduced BMIPP uptake was also consistent with the area at risk on each regional segment. The area at risk was therefore easily distinguished from the normal area in BMIPP images. Infarct size determined by TTC staining was 22.2 ± 12.8% of the whole heart area and was smaller than the area at risk (47.1 ± 15.3%, p < 0.01). The infarction area was 44.0 ± 23.5% of the area at risk.
Fig. 2  TTC staining (A), dye staining (B), and autoradiography with I-123 BMIPP (C) of heart obtained at the acute stage of myocardial infarction. Infarction area (arrow heads; A) indicated by TTC staining was a part of the area at risk (red area; B) which was not stained by dye. The area showing reduced uptake of BMIPP (C) was consistent with the area at risk by dye (B).

Fig. 3  The characteristics of BMIPP images at the acute stage. A: BMIPP uptake in the risk area and the remote area. B: the relationship between the area at risk and area of reduced BMIPP uptake ($r = 0.98$, $Y = 0.85X + 3.57$). Dotted line is the line of identity.

Fig. 4  Hematoxylin-Eosin staining (A), dye staining (B), and autoradiography with I-123 BMIPP (C) of heart obtained at the subacute stage. Infarction area (arrow heads; A) occupied by inflammatory cells and fibrosis was a part of the area at risk (black arrows, red area; B) which was not stained by dye. The area of reduced BMIPP uptake (white arrows; C) was consistent with the area at risk indicated by the dye (Fig. 4B), similar to the acute stage. The % uptake of BMIPP in the risk area ($52.5 \pm 11.5\%$) was significantly lower than that in the remote area ($97.9 \pm 14.3\%$; $p < 0.01$; Fig. 5A). As shown in Figure 5B, the area of reduced BMIPP uptake (as a
percentage of the whole heart area) was significantly correlated with % risk area indicated by the dye \( (r = 0.92, p < 0.01) \). Furthermore, the area of reduced BMIPP uptake was also consistent with the area at risk on each regional segment. Thus, the area at risk was also easily distinguished from the normal area in BMIPP images at the subacute stage. Infarct size determined by H-E staining was \( 16.8 \pm 9.4\% \) of the whole heart area and was smaller than the area at risk \( (39.9 \pm 7.0\%, p < 0.01) \). The infarction area was \( 42.2 \pm 24.1\% \) of the area at risk.

*The Estimation of the Area at Risk by BMIPP Imaging*

The Bland-Altman plot \(^7\) (Fig. 6) indicates that no relevant trend in the areas at risk determined by means of the dye and estimated by BMIPP exists over a wide area range at the acute (Panel A) and the subacute (Panel B) stages. Furthermore, the relationship between the area of reduced uptake of BMIPP and the area at risk (% risk area indicated by the dye) was not significantly different in the two stages \( (p = 0.71) \). This relationship was expressed as (% risk area by dye) = \( (1.14) \times \% \) area of reduced BMIPP uptake \( - 2.86 \). These results indicate that the region of reduced BMIPP uptake illustrates the area at risk both at the acute and subacute stages.

**DISCUSSION**

We have showed that the area with reduced I-123 BMIPP uptake indicates the area at risk both at the acute and subacute stages of acute myocardial infarction with reperfusion. These results suggest that BMIPP imaging can be applied to estimate the area at risk in patients with acute myocardial infarction for up to at least 1 week after the onset.
Estimation of the Area at Risk

Estimation of the area at risk is important in predicting the outcome in patients with acute myocardial infarction,\(^\text{18}\) and in assessing the efficacy of reperfusion therapy such as thrombolysis or coronary angioplasty,\(^\text{2-6}\) and infarct-limiting agents such as potassium channel opener.\(^\text{19}\) In previous studies, wall motion estimated by left ventriculography at the acute stage,\(^\text{20}\) myocardial contrast echocardiograms with intracoronary injection,\(^\text{6}\) and nuclear images with TI-201,\(^\text{21}\) Tc-99m macroaggregated albumin,\(^\text{18}\) Tc-99m MIBI,\(^\text{1-4}\) and Tc-99m tetrofosmin\(^\text{5}\) have been proposed as indices of the area at risk, but all of these methods have some limitations in clinical application.

Left ventriculography and myocardial contrast echocardiography are invasive and difficult to use for repetitive assessment because catheterization is required. In addition, the wall motion abnormality in left ventriculography tends to cause overestimation of the area at risk,\(^\text{7}\) and neither method is suitable for quantitative analysis. In contrast, nuclear imaging methods are non-invasive and suitable for quantitative analysis. Nevertheless, imaging with TI-201 must be done before intervention because of hyperwashout of this tracer,\(^\text{21}\) and imaging with macroaggregated albumin may deteriorate myocardial infarction.\(^\text{18}\)

Recently, imaging with Tc-99m MIBI or tetrofosmin has been suggested as an improved method for estimating the area at risk.\(^\text{1-5}\) Because of slow washout of these tracers, they may be injected intravenously before intervention, and images can be acquired after intervention when the patient is in stable condition, but images are often needed on the day of intervention when the condition of the patient might be unstable. In the present study, our results indicate that imaging with BMIPP is useful for this purpose and is safe because this method can be used at a stable stage, such as a few days after the onset.

Mechanisms for the Uptake of BMIPP

BMIPP is a radioiodinated fatty acid analog, into which a methyl group has been introduced in the β-3 position in the fatty acid chain to inhibit direct β oxidation and prolong its residence time.\(^\text{22}\) BMIPP is therefore mainly trapped in the triglyceride fraction, but is first partially metabolized by β oxidation, then transported into mitochondria, and metabolized by β oxidation.\(^\text{23}\) BMIPP follows the enzymatic activation of fatty acids to acylcoenzyme A, which is common to triglyceride synthesis and to β oxidation. BMIPP accumulation is positively correlated with the intracellular concentration of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which is required in this activation process.\(^\text{24}\) Myocardium, which can uptake and retain BMIPP, must therefore have the capacity to produce ATP, otherwise BMIPP would be washed out from the myocardium soon after the injection. Severe ischemia reduces the capacity for BMIPP trapping, and after reperfusion this capacity continues to decrease for a while. In a canine model, uptake of BMIPP decreased in the area supplied by the coronary artery which was occluded and reperfused as well as in the area supplied by the permanently occluded artery at the acute stage.\(^\text{25}\) On the clinical situation, it was reported that BMIPP uptake was decreased in stunned myocardium after reperfusion therapy at the subacute stage (4–10 days after the onset).\(^\text{8}\) It is therefore speculated that myocardium reperfused after ischemia fails to retain BMIPP until myocardial ATP levels recover to preischemic levels. These mechanisms may explain why the uptake of BMIPP decreased in the reperfused area not only at the acute stage but also at the subacute stage (1-week after reperfusion) in a rat model.

Limitations

Since dye staining was used as the standard method for the area at risk, we could assess the area of the damaged myocardium but not the severity of the damage to the myocardium. For more accurate evaluation, it may be need to assess the area at risk by means of perfusion tracer or microsphere, but the thickness of the frozen slice was only 5 μm, so that it might be thin enough to assess visually by means of the dye the severity.

Because we could not assess perfusion during reperfusion, we did not confirm the existence of a discrepancy between BMIPP and perfusion tracer such as TI-201. Nevertheless, as myocardial viability could be assessed by TTC staining or histological findings, we guessed that almost all cases have incomplete infarction and have some residual myocardium. It is thought that in those cases myocardial perfusion recovers earlier than fatty acid metabolism.

Our data show that the area of reduced BMIPP uptake is the area at risk, but in this study the rat model with 60-min complete occlusion and reperfusion of a coronary artery was used. Although this condition produced severe ischemia to cause infarction, we confirmed that there was viable myocardium with mismatch between dye and TTC or H-E staining. If the occlusion time was shorter or ischemia was milder, the area of reduced BMIPP uptake might underestimate the area at risk. In addition, we assessed this method only at two time points, in the acute and subacute phases. It may be necessary to clarify the time course of the relationship between the area of altered BMIPP uptake and the risk area.

In conclusion, our results indicate that the area at risk can be evaluated by BMIPP images both at the acute stage and the subacute stage.
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